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**Whether your course is under constant water use restrictions or you have plenty of water available, the real challenge is getting water to go where you need it. The amount of water you apply doesn't matter if your turf can't access it.**

Dispatch increases the penetration and infiltration of irrigation or rainfall, making it more readily available for plant uptake. Because Dispatch delivers water more efficiently into the soil, photosynthesis and other turf metabolic functions can be maintained with less water. The result is increased turf performance even under heat and moisture stress, and more dependable plant growth.

For those who cannot or choose not to inject, we now offer a sprayable formulation so that you may enjoy the benefits of this unique, patented, water saving chemistry.

Aquatrols offers two pump options for injecting Dispatch Injectable. The Neptune Pumps are available through your turf product distributors.

- Reduced water lost to runoff and evaporation
- Improved irrigation efficiency and reduced water usage
- Better turf performance and playability

All Aquatrols products are available at these Tessman locations—

The Tessman Company | St. Paul — 652.487.3850 | Fargo — 701.232.7238
FeRROMEC®
+ micros
+ non-staining
+ extended greening
+ tank-mix compatibility
= FeRROMEC® MICROs

Green it up fast with Original FeRROMEC
Keep it green with New FeRROMEC MICROs

pbigordon.com/ferromecmicros
Two Superintendents Take First Full Crack at the American Birkebeiner

MGCSA members Eric Counselmen, Somerby Golf Club Superintendent; and Tod Blankenship, CGCS from Big Fish G.C. in Hayward, after the completion of the 50 km American Birkebeiner. Both members skate/skied (freestyle) the race which starts at Telemark Resort in Cable, Wis. and ends in downtown Hayward, Wis. The times were 5:49:05.5 for Tod and 5:50:16.9 for Eric. "We wanted to make sure there would be plenty of room for improvement in the years to come," said Tod. The race is the longest in North America and has about 7,000 participants overall between the classic and freestyle skiers and Kortleopet and Birkebeiner participants. "Some take it pretty serious but for EC and myself it was our first one and I think we both just wanted to make sure we would finish," said Tod, and added "overall we finished pretty much at the bottom of the pack; 3,081 out of 3,232 for me and 3,089 out of 3,232 for EC. But, the most important thing is we finished strong! 51 kilometers is a long way to ski up and down hills but, just as important, I took EC in the end (only because I made him wait for me so I could steal some of his water:) All kidding aside, it was a great time and I know I really look forward to skiing it many more times.

Leave’m Green with Envy!

Using Dominant Xtreme, SR 1119 and Tyee Creeping Bentgrass will get your course looking twice as nice with half the effort...

- Superior performance on greens, tees and fairways
- Excellent NTEP quality ratings
- Enhanced disease resistance
- Competitive against Poa annua
- Superior wear tolerance

1-800-356-7333

Contact: Joe Churchill, Seed Solutions • Phone: 612-790-7333
Rescue your course from the effects of summer stress. Use Trinity and get better TURF.

Finally, an SI you can use in the summer! Trinity™ fungicide delivers superior control of tough diseases like anthracnose, brown patch, take-all patch, summer patch and dollar spot — all without unwanted PGR effects. Trinity even suppresses algae, giving you improved turf quality for a healthier course. Save your turf this summer. Use Trinity.

Find out more: betterruf.com
Find a turf care supplier: 800-545-9525

We Don’t Make The Turf. We Make It Better.™

BASF
The Chemical Company
Have You Done a Carbon Count On Your Course Recently?

By Mike Healy
Turfgrass Pathologist

While some of you may feel that "Inconvenient Truth" is not very truthful, others believe that its primary spokesman fully deserves the Nobel Prize. Regardless of how you feel, rest assured that carbon counting is in all our futures.

A whole new carbon language is upon us: carbon neutral, carbon calculators, carbon credits, carbon capture, carbon sequestration, carbon offsets and many, many more!

So the essential question is this: Is your course carbon minus (-), carbon neutral, or carbon positive (+)? Carbon negative means your course captures or sequesters more carbon than it releases, carbon neutral means you capture and release about the same amount of carbon, and carbon positive means your golf course releases more carbon than it captures. For the purpose of this discussion, the major form of carbon discussed is carbon dioxide.

Many of you already know you can "Google" not only individual key words but nearly complete sentences to get all the information you could ever want on any subject. "Google" the words "golf course carbon calculator" and you won't get what you may have hoped for, at least not calculators that have anything to do with golf course-related capture and generation of carbon.

So what follows is a very incomplete beginning of information that you should be able to use to create your very own carbon calculator. We all know that plants of all sorts capture/store more carbon than they emit. So your inventory of turfgrass, trees, shrubs and possibly ponds become your major source of carbon capture. Trees capture much carbon; fully 50% of their weight is carbon. One information source reviewed claims pine trees capture about 2/3 the amount of carbon that hardwoods do. Your turfgrasses contribute to soil carbon increase. If you are a died-in-the-wool conventional thinking turfgrass agronomist, increases in soil carbon aren't so good, as this equates to higher organic matter levels. If you are a carbon counting scientist, carbon capture resulting from increased production of organic matter is good. Does a wall-to-wall overseed increase carbon capture? Your ponds may also contribute to carbon capture, should they have such carbon dioxide loving plants as Duckweed and various kinds of algae.

So what on-course activities generate carbon? Obvious will be such things as gasoline and diesel fuel use, with diesel fuel having a slightly higher carbon generation per unit volume used than gasoline. Next on the list are natural gas and propane. What about electrical energy (total Kwh), fertilizers and pesticide use?

The carbon generated in the production of electrical energy, and in the production of fertilizers and pesticides does not end up being included on your balance sheet, as it is (or should be) debited to the producers of those products and not you. Your power company should be able to tell you what each Kwh of electricity sold to you generates in carbon emissions. Can the manufacturers of fertilizers and pesticides provide the same information? Some fertilizers used do cause the release of nitrous oxide, considered to be a potent greenhouse gas.

And then there are the total human hours spent on your course — you and your maintenance staff, the clubhouse staff, and all the golfers that spend time on your course each year. We humans require oxygen and expel carbon dioxide, so do we count as part of your carbon positive calculation the amount of carbon they generate?

So if a detailed and complete carbon calculator for your golf course becomes a reality, and you are found to have a carbon negative status, of what value will this be? Will you be able to tap into an existing or future carbon offsets plan for which your course will be paid for each net metric ton of carbon captured per year? Or do you only get to place a sign at your entrance proclaiming: "This golf course is a carbon negative facility!"

(Editor's Note: Michael J. Healy is a turfgrass pathologist in private practice operating out of southern Alabama. He can be reached at: 251 986 6240, mjhealy@gulfnet.com, or through his website: www.sportstufdiagnostics.com.)
The First Tee Mission
To impact the lives of young people by providing learning facilities and educational programs that promote character development and life-enhancing values through the game of golf.

4th ANNUAL SILENT AUCTION
FOR A TORO GREENSMASTER® 3150
BENEFITING THE FIRST TEE PROGRAMS OF MINNESOTA

ENTER YOUR BID TODAY!
ALL PROCEEDS WILL BE DONATED TO THE FIRST TEE PROGRAMS OF MINNESOTA
ASK YOUR MTI DISTRIBUTING SALESPERSON FOR DETAILS
AUCTION ENDS APRIL 30, 2008

THE FIRST TEE NINE CORE VALUES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>HONESTY</th>
<th>CONFIDENCE</th>
<th>JUDGEMENT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>INTEGRITY</td>
<td>PERSERVERANCE</td>
<td>COURTESY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPORTSMANSHIP</td>
<td>RESPONSIBILITY</td>
<td>RESPECT</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

mti DISTRIBUTING

The First Tee® Minnesota

TORO. Count on it.
ProCore® 864 and 1298

Proven innovation. Increased productivity. Superior results.

The New ProCore® Processor

MTI Distributing, Inc.
4830 Azelia Avenue N.
Brooklyn Center, MN 55429
800-362-3665
763-592-5600

MTI Distributing, Inc.
2131 16th Street N, Ste. C
Fargo, ND 58102
800-782-1031
701-281-0775

TORO. Count on it.
Yogi Berra is famed for his verbal bloopers and nonsensical logic. "I knew I was going to take the wrong train," he remarked one day, "so I left early." Illogical it may be, but there is something to be taken from it. Yogi did not spend time figuring out which train to get on, but had the extra time for the ill-prepared plan. Establishing a plan is common in the most ordinary activities of life. Whether driving your vehicle somewhere or finding the right train, we have a plan. Often times we don’t realize it because it’s so natural. What does this quote by the whimsical Yogi Berra have to do with establishing plans in business? It highlights the importance of planning for potential mistakes and looking at the big picture.

Inevitably mistakes occur and preparedness is important in minimizing the effects. If Yogi's train had been delayed or canceled, he would have been prepared for that by leaving early. But assuming he needed to be somewhere at a certain time his "plan" didn’t envision the "bigger picture." By seeing the big picture he would have figured out what train to take, made sure it was on time and ultimately achieved his goal more efficiently.

In business, the big picture is the strategic plan of the company. A sound plan must be developed in order to achieve goals. Within goals there are many tasks that must be accomplished. A shortsighted plan can lead to many troubles. Troubles can lead to hardship. Winston Churchill had a great perspective on this when he said, "Let our advance worrying become advance thinking and planning."

Yogi didn't need advanced thinking and planning to do his very ordinary task. The importance of advanced thinking and planning in a business is vital though. For us, in the golf course industry, planning is common as preparing the daily tasks. Even more important is the need to position our golf course to be more marketable, unique and desirable. To accomplish this, strategically planning two, five, ten years down the road is essential.

To gain insight on establishing plans I had the privilege to correspond with a couple of business people. Dr. James Balogh was kind enough to sit down with me for an interview. Mr. Joel Conner and I had email communications that were very insightful. The following are brief profiles of the persons I had an opportunity to communicate with.

Dr. James Balogh, Spectrum Research, Inc.

Dr. Balogh started his professional soil science company Spectrum Research Inc. in 1984. As the Chief Executive Officer and lead scientist he is responsible for day-to-day operations and overseeing strategic research planning. His company performs testing of soil and water, research contracting, environmental assessment and ISTS design/assessment. He currently oversees four large soil water quality research contracts, two turfgrass research contracts and multiple waste water contracts.

Dr. Balogh has been a part of many research projects in the areas of turf, soil and water. In 1993 he completed a five-year, USGA contracted, research project on the environmental effects of golf course management on soil and water. That research effort led to the publication of his book Golf Course Management and Construction: Environmental issues. He earned a Bachelor of Art degree in Natural Sciences from St. John's in Collegeville, Minn. He has a Master's of Soil Chemistry and a Doctorate of Soil Science from the University of Minnesota. He was also part of the Research Teaching Team at The University of Maine for three years. Dr. Balogh is currently contracted by the USGA for a phosphorus and pesticide runoff study. It is the first water shed and soil water environmental project with long term monitoring in the country. This research is conducted at sites in Ohio, Texas (Morris Williams Municipal Golf Course) and Minnesota (Northland Country Club).

Joel Conner, Bellisio Foods, Inc.

Mr. Conner has been involved with Bellisio Foods in a variety of positions

(Continued on Page 19)
Establishing a Plan-
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since the inception of Michelina’s. As Chairman and Chief Executive Officer, he is responsible for the day-to-day management of Bellisio Foods, Inc. and focuses on developing and overseeing its strategic growth objectives. He has been instrumental in leading the company’s consumer marketing and international sales efforts as well as building sales in the alternative retail channel.

Mr. Conner has been involved in dozens of successful start-up and turn-around companies, public and private, and has served on the boards of directors or advisory boards of numerous organizations in banking, real estate, restaurant management, professional sports and manufacturing. He earned a Bachelor of Science degree from the Cornell University School of Hotel and Restaurant Administration in Ithaca, New York. He has a Doctor of Law-Honorabilia from Flagler College and has served as a lecturer and faculty assistant at the graduate and postgraduate level of five colleges and universities, including Cornell. Mr. Conner is also active on numerous civic and non-profit organizations including: SIFE, Flagler College, and Children’s Heartlink.

In order to develop successful plans, it is necessary to understand your organization’s strategic vision and to incorporate that vision into future plans and day-to-day operations.

What steps do you take to establish your organization’s strategic vision?

Jim: The strategic vision of his company is based on monitoring technical and scientific literature in attempt to predict what problems will be five years down the road. They must train and do initial research to take advantage of consulting and research when problems are well known. When the company identifies potential problems and those problems become apparent to the public his company can benefit from the situation. Regarding the establishment of his strategic vision he said, “People don’t want to pay me for what I find interesting, only to solve their problems.” This means he must always be ready and willing to adapt with environmental needs.

Joel: “We gathered a mix of our leaders from throughout the company and worked together through a strategic planning process. We gathered data about the company’s past success as well as opportunities on the horizon. Each participant received and turned in homework before our meeting which allowed our facilitator to identify trends in the data for the group to discuss in detail.”

“We held an off-site retreat during which we identified goals for the next three years, and more refined objectives for the coming year. After the workshop, team leaders refined their one-year objectives and defined general success measures. That said, we did not go through the exhaustive process of coming up with metrics that are measured monthly because that’s not our culture. Instead we are checking in on our progress in depth each quarter, focusing monthly on specific items of highest priority.”

Sometimes the best-engineered strategic planning falls by the wayside because concrete action plans for accomplishing strategic goals are not developed. Or, some managers get lost in the day-to-day details and lose sight of the big picture, the strategic vision of the organization. Action plans are essential for the implementing and monitoring strategy.

(Continued on Page 20)
What suggestions do you have that can help develop effective strategic action plans?

Jim: At Spectrum Research Inc. they give a priority order by ranking the importance of goals. Goals having the greatest impact on achieving strategic goals should be your top two or three. Then they define the roles of the staff to achieve them. Jim feels developing these plans in his businesses "Involves how to sustain business in the future and revolves around marketing to have work in the future." Once research is contracted and goals are established the rest of the work is pre-determined activities. Research doesn't have the flexibility to change goals on monthly or quarterly basis.

Joel: "Two simple suggestions: 1 - When establishing the goals, identify deliverables, a lead person and the timing of the projects necessary to succeed. 2 - Meet quarterly to review progress across all the top strategic efforts."

The best way to develop long-range planning skills is to actually create long-range plans.

What are some of your processes for constructing these plans?

Jim: "Sit down and put plans to paper once a year. Revisit them once during the year. The next year see if there are failures and make changes. Always write this down." His planning involves goals, deadlines, tasks and subtasks, budget, required resources, constraints and implementation. Economic climate can change these plans. For example, the real estate market is down. Without homes being built the company's ISTs design/assessment sector goes down. Ultimately, they go back to the plans and adjust accordingly to increase cash flow.

Most business people acknowledge the importance of planning and goal setting. Sometimes, however, time pressures get in the way. Setting aside time to identify and develop your business goals and strategies is the first step in improving our ability to plan and manage effectively.

How do you translate your developed business strategies into clear objectives and tactics?

Joel: "After the strategic planning workshop, team leaders for each goal/objective need to come up with a list of strategies and present them back to the whole group. This allows the experts in each area to gather their teams and discuss in detail what is necessary to succeed."

When you are implementing a new plan, project or system, it is necessary to make realistic estimates of required resources in order to achieve the desired goals efficiently. You can't expect others to carry out your directions successfully without adequate resources. Without timely access to resources of all types, delays will occur.

How do you ensure you have adequately assessed your resource needs?

Jim: Communicating your plans and objectives to all employees. Seek input on objectives and tactics that might affect them. Concerning research contracts he said, "Evaluate the project budgets and review what the employees are accomplishing to stay within it. If you are